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Resolved: Walmart - Mistreat the
Customer!!!

Supermarkets and Malls › Walmart 7402 › Review #1431099

 Update review You are the author of this review.

4.1
Poster increased review rating.

90 comments

Update by user 53 minutes ago

Certain users with the initial AN are keep-coping my username and posting
fake comments pretending she/he is me. Those comments with AN initial or
abbreviation on the left-hand side are NOT my comments.

Update by user 1 day ago

In addition, given the positive outcome due in part to certain good Customer
Care and Resolution Sta�, there is no need to have this post and comments
anymore since I now have a piece of mind that the outcome will be fair and
reasonable. As a result, I have requested to remove posts and comments on
this matter.

If they are not removed, please consider this post as a superseding comment
that e�ectively overrides all my prior review. Thank you.

Update by user 1 day ago

After the event, I spoke with a Customer Care and Resolution at Walmart who
was open, honest and willing to help. Obviously, it is not a guarantee, but she
assured that the outcome will be fair and reasonable for both parties.
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Even if my account remains closed due to certain internal limitations, as long
as I am approached in a fair and reasonable manner, I am ok with it.

Due to the Customer Care and Resolution sta�, I am updating my review and
rating of Walmart. Thank you.

Update by user 1 day ago

I am marking this review as "Resolved" only to deter further harassment to
me. I will deal directly with Walmart outside of this website.

Please do not post any more harassing comments or any other comments
here. Thank you.

Update by user 1 day ago

Dear PissedConsumer Team. Please delete my account and my posts.

The constant name calling and harassments of UnsteadyPu�n and/or
Anonymous are unacceptable and intolerable. If I knew this website allows
such harassments, I would not have signed up. I only wanted my case to be
resolved, NOT be harassed by these people.

I will take my case directly with Walmart. Thank you.

Update by user 1 day ago

I want the public to know that I, MYSELF, NOT Walmart, opened the
investigation number 181222-017642.

Original review posted by user Dec 22

1)Ordered Sceptre 55 inch TV on 10/30/18, but had to cancel the order
BEFORE taking it from the store because I could not �nd time to get to the
store.

2)Ordered the same TV 11/22/18 and this time I am able to pick it up, but the
price went down to $229.99 so I created a new order on 12/2/2018, picked up
on 12/16/2018.

3)A TV has some issues. Sometimes pressing channel changes volume and
vice versa. On 12/18, I reported this problem and complained about the fact
that it is a hassle to return because it is a big 55-inch tv. While I did NOT
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demand the refund, the customer care o�ered a refund and I only accepted
it.

4)wmcompayments@walmart.com closed my account thinking falsely
accusing me of wrongdoing.

5)I have opened the investigation number 181222-017642 to listen to the
recording to get to the bottom of this. Natalie M. at Walmart.com was very
helpful in �ling this investigation.

wmcompayments@walmart.com needs to be held accountable for their own
action!

Product or Service Mentioned: Walmart Customer Care.

Reason of review: Return, Exchange or Cancellation Policy.

Preferred solution: Listen to the recording and apologize sincerely and o�er a
solution!.

I liked: Natalie s customer service.

I didn't like: Incompetent back o�ce that is not held accountable.

Review #1431099 is a subjective opinion of Remove123.

Helpful? Yes 0 No 0 
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Comments

UnsteadyPu�n 54 minutes ago  #1618844

Now one more thing you have to apologize for. You have to apologize for
ASSuming that anonymous is the same person as me and others that posted
against you.

You have no proof that anonymous is the one that is pretending to be you.
You have to apologize to him or her for ASSuming and accusing them of
pretending to be you without proof.

You have to admit that you were harassing others. That is all we ask.

Reply

Remove123 to UnsteadyPu�n 48 minutes ago  #1618847

I apologize for asking/assuming that you and anonymous are the same
person. In addition, there are certain comments NOT posted by me so
please understand that.

I don't really know who posted. All I know is that I did not POST them.
For example, I DID NOT post the following: "AN- AccountRemoveALL 12
minutes ago #1618834 Fine I admit that I harassed others but you Brits
need to learn how to spell realize" All my posts start with AC, NOT AN
on the left-hand side.

Please take a look at that. Thanks.

Reply

AccountDeIeteAllStop to UnsteadyPu�n 17 minutes ago  #1618860

You all need to shut up you know that you are all losers please stop
posting here.

Reply

Her fault to UnsteadyPu�n 13 minutes ago  #1618864

Unstea

Remov

Accoun

Anony

UN

R3

AC

AN
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She has yet to admit to harassing others. She has yet to admit to that
both spellings of realize are right.

Reply

AccountRemoveALL 1 hour ago  #1618834

Fine I admit that I harassed others but you Brits need to learn how to spell
"realize

Reply

Remove123 to AccountRemoveALL 1 hour ago  #1618838

Please stop copy my user name and post fake comments.

Reply

Remove123 to AccountRemoveALL 46 minutes ago  #1618849

I am not sure who you are but I am sorry I asked the question that if
Anonymous and other user are the same.

Reply

UnsteadyPu�n 1 hour ago  #1618833

Why should I believe you did not post that comment above. Everything else
you said was a lie.

Reply

Remove123 to UnsteadyPu�n 1 hour ago  #1618837

You don't have to believe me. Just open the IP-Address ivestigation and
you will see.

Also please accept my apology.

Regardless of how much I was hurt by certain comments, I regret
responding. Thank you.

Reply

Anony

Remov

Remov

Unstea

Remov

AN

R3

R3

UN

R3
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Anonymous to Remove123 10 minutes ago  #1618867

Now you are lying about the IP investigation. If you are going to
apologize for something do NOT lie and claim that they have the
same IP address.

I think that you should apologize for lying about that as well. You
want everyone to believe you are so innocent that you lied and
said their IP address is the same. IT IS NOT THE SAME STOP
LYING. DID YOUR PARENT NOT TEACH YOU RIGHT FROM
WRONG.

Why should anyone believe you when you tell so many lies and
are claiming the IP address are the same.

Grow up, you �nd o�ense to being called childish then stop lying
and acting like a three year old. You are acting like a three year
old.

Reply

DeletePIeaseStop to Anonymous 4 minutes ago  #1618869

Find i admit I lied about the the IP address thing because I
was too afraid to admit that I am wrong. I have no proof
that anonymous posted pretending to be me.

I just posted that in hopes that people will believe me. I
admit I lied about a lot of things and that I harassed
people. But so what this is my review.

I can lie, harass,, and bully you if I want to. I can insult if I
want to.

Remove123 2 hours ago  #1618811

For the record I am trying to remove my review and posts so all of you please
stop spending time on my review. It will be all gone as soon as I email scanned
notorized letter. Thank you

Reply

Anony

Delete

Remov

AN

DE
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UnsteadyPu�n to Remove123 1 hour ago  #1618835

Why should we. Maybe you should stop replying and admit that you
were wrong.

Maybe you should admit that you were wrong when you said that I
misspelled "realise". That there are two spellings for the word. Maybe
you should admit that you are harsssing as well.

Maybe you should realize that when you accused Anonymous of
working at Walmart that you were wrong and it is an ASSumption.
Maybe if you admit that you are wrong about all three things people
will stop replying.

Reply

Anonymous 2 hours ago  #1618790

You harassed people by calling them illiterate when you keep changing your
story.

Reply

Remove123 to Anonymous 2 hours ago  #1618802

Hello, please stop this nonsense. It is obvious that you are creating this
fake comments. Your IPbus recorded so please stop.

Reply

UnsteadyPu�n to Remove123 1 hour ago  #1618836

You have no proof that anonymous is making fake accounts.
There you go lying and ASSuming again. Actually your IP address
matches the ones where you told the said that Britain spells
realize wrong.

Reply

DeletePIeaseStop to UnsteadyPu�n 1 minute ago  #1618870

I do need proof. Since this is my review if I want to lie
about you all I can.

Unstea

Anony

Remov

Unstea

Delete

UN

AN

R3

UN

DE
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If want to make fake claims about you being the same
person I will.

If I want to lie and say you work at Walmart I will. I take
back my apology and call you all losers.Soon you losers will
not be able to reply any longer as this account will be
deleted so until then I will post and tell you losers o�.

Remove123 to Anonymous 1 hour ago  #1618826

Anonymous, I am sorry I asked the question about the employment. I
am sorry I responded to the "fool" "childish" name calling by the other
with the implication of literacy. Would you accept my apology and stop
all this please?

Reply

UnsteadyPu�n to Remove123 59 minutes ago  #1618839

Will you admit that you were also wrong in correcting me in
misspelling "realize" and that some words have British spellings
and US Spellings. Will you stop accusing people of creating fake
accounts?

Will you admit you made those posts?

Why should anonymous stop posting if you are going to lie about
him or her and claim they created a fake account? Why should
they stop posting when you are in the wrong?

Reply

Remove123 to Anonymous 46 minutes ago  #1618850

I am sorry I asked the question that if you and other user are the same.

Reply

1 2 3 4 5

Remov

Unstea

Remov

Prev
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2.7

Walmart Products and Services

Customer Care 530

Manager 524

Cashier 410

Gift Card 249

Shipping Service 162

Similar to Walmart

Target  2377 reviews 

Sears  5582 reviews 

Best Buy  3068 reviews 

Amazon  1928 reviews 

Kroger  1005 reviews 

Recently Discussed

Pissed o� 4 hours ago

Service Complaint 19 hours ago

Walmart - Protection Plan Review 21 hours ago

Upsetting 23 hours ago

Egift card sent to wrong email address -
ordered Nov. 19th 1 day ago
 

Walmart Most Helpful Reviews

NEVER EVER AGAIN- If item sold by "Tasharina
Corp" stay far AWAY! Walmart reveiw 

Walmart Savings Catcher Hacked 

Walmart's "Savings Catcher" Scam 

Savings Catcher receipts disappeared 

Walmart double scanning products 

You May Also Like
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"I purchased a 50-inch TV during the �rst
shopping event at Walmart Thanksgiving Day for
the one hour guarantee. Upon arriving home (2-
hours away from the store), I entered..."

"Walmart is advertising on search engines to
have International Delight One Touch Latte
Caramel in stock. Even to the extent of saying
only so many left in stock when OBVIOUSLY..."

Walmart

"Walmart over charging on jerky. Clearly marked
$2.86, charging $3.98 at cash register..."

Walmart

"I ordered some �tness items from
Walmart.com during a Pre-Black Friday sale on
Nov 17, 2018. My recipt on the 17th said my
order would be ready Nov 28th. It..."

Actualtests

"I purchased the lifetime membership in 2005
or 2006. It has now been over ten years since I
last used the account.Repeatedly I have sent
email after email, requesting that..."

Taco Bell

"Ive had to repeat this seventeen times now to
no avail. Next up im suing. Zero craps given
even if its only 15$ its mine and its for the
darn..."
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Fanatics

"I placed an order 3 weeks ago, received
con�rmation e-mail with estimated delivery date
of 12/17. I waited until 12/18 to follow-up as I
thought there may be shipping delays..."

ATT

"I did not receive the Disneyland tickets that
were due to me after claiming them on the
"AT&T Thanks" app via the "Event Access"
feature.Supposedly there are a handful of..."
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